NRCS Recent Graduate Positions throughout the country that have been posted to USAJOBS, including some soil scientist positions. See links and closing dates below. Please pass this on to any students who may be interested in these positions!

Good Afternoon! The job opportunity postings for the Recent Graduate Positions have been posted. They opened on today, March 11, 2016 and the close on March 17, 2016. The links are listed below:

Soil Conservationist (Recent Graduate) GS-0457-05 for AR, IL, KS, MO, NE, and TN:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432470700
Soil Conservationist (Recent Graduate) GS-0457-05 for NC, NY, OH, TN and VA:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432470200
Soil Scientist (Recent Graduate) GS-0470-05 for Soil Science Division and NE:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432504600
Civil/Agricultural Engineer (Recent Graduate) GS-0890/0810-5 for AR, and NY:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432471700
Civil/Agricultural Engineer (Recent Graduate) GS-0890/0810-7 for AR, CA, KS, MO, NE and OK:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432473200
Rangeland Management Specialist (Recent Graduate) GS-0454-5 for the Soil Science Division:  https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/432471100

This email can be used to help with your recruitment activities. All applications must be received via USAjobs by 11:59 PM on the closing date.